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SMELFUNGUS'S STRUMPET
Smollett's Iconoclastic Reading
of the
Medici Venus
in
Travels Through France and Italy
WiUiam Gibson

ince its publication in 1766, Tobias Smollett's Travels
France and Italy has had an uneven ride.
V—^
Initially well received, the work was famously derided
two years later, in 1768, by Laurence Sterne in A Sentimental]oumy
(indeed, so much so that it is nearly impossible to speak of Smollett's
Travels without Sterne's labeling of him as the brusque philistine
"Smelfungus"). As early as 1797, John Moore, in his memoir of
Smollett, notes that with the Travels the author "exposed himself...to
the reprehension of the whole class of connoisseurs, the real as well as
the far more numerous body of pretenders to that science."' However,
Sterne's invective was well-placed, and reveals not only a popular
reaction to Smollett's work, but paradoxically, hints at Smollett's own

' The Works of Tobias Smollett, td. by John Moore, 8 vols. (London; 1797), including
his Life, l:cbcix.
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aesthetic approach in the Travels^ which contain a wide and varied
examination of fine art found on the Grand Tour, ranging from
Raphael's paintings to Roman architecture Yet to this day scholars
ignore, gloss, or bend the art criticism to fit into a certain mold in an
attempt to uncover a Smollettian narrative "persona."^
However, to think of the Travels as a contrived diatribe in splendid
isolation from the rest of the genre of travel writing, as most critics
have had a tendency to do, is to lose sight of the location of the work
in a more dynamic discourse of the time The amount of travel wnting
that dealt with the Grand Tour was, by Smollett's time, vast, and
Smollett peppers his own Travels with direct comments about, and,
importantly, corrections of previous writers (specifically their reactions
to fine art). In some cases these intersections with his predecessors are
directly announced in the text, and elsewhere, as in SmoUett's encoun^ Although a recent critic, John Skinner,in Comtructiom of Smollett: A Stu^ in Genre and Gender
(Newark: University of Delaware Press, 1996) quickly dismisses the notion of a "persona" as
academic "overkill" (179), the persona argument was popular for a time. Louis Mattz, in Tie
Later Career of Tobias Smollett {Atchoa. Yale University Press; 1942,2nd ed 1967) was the first
to point out that the Travels ate not, as previously believed, constructed directly from letters
that Smollett wrote while traveling, notingconvincingly that the epistolary form of the Travels
is "largely artificial" (89), thus opening the door for the persona argument The first critic to
use the word "persona" wasJ. F. Sena in "Smollett's Persona and the Melancholic Traveller,"
Eighteenth-Centuty Studies, 1 (1968): 353-69, in which the author fmds "a type of splenetic
personality popular in the eighteenth century" (354-5Q. However, Sena does not take into
account the positive criticism Smollett makes about fine art, nor does the next critic to find a
persona in the works: Robert Spector in "Smollett's Traveller," Tobias Smollett: Bicentennial
Esseys Presented to Louis M. Knapp, ed. by Paul-Gabriel Bouce and G. S. Rousseau (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1971), 231-46, posits a wholey "didactic" persona "directed at
showing his countrymen British superiority, teaching them how to travel abroad, warning
them not to be taken in by foreign practices and foreign affectation," 238. Finally, Scott Rice
in "The Satiric Persona of Smollett's Travels" Studies in Scottish Literature,10 (1972-73), 33-47,
finds a Juvenalian persona, designed to demonstrate, in part, that on the Grand Tottr "art
is...reduced to the level of fashion, disregarding enduring and civilization-sustaining values
in favour of whimsy and conformity" (37). However, it is difficult to see how large portions
of the Travels, such as letter XXII in which Smollett minutely details silk production in Nice,
fits into aJuvenalian mold, nor does Rice deal in detail with Smollett's comments on painting
and statuary. A more useful approach is offered by FredericOgee in "Channeling Emotions:
Travel and LiteraryCreation inSmollett and Steme,"Studies on Voltaire and the EighteenthCentury
292 (1991), 27—42, who finds that Smollett "played on his plural identity,as novelist, satirical
journalist and doctor of medicine" (36) to create his narrative persona.Taking this idea a step
further, it's possible to see that Smollett's narrative voice is given to fits of performance,
flickering between entertaining personalities—melancholic, John Bullish, Juvenalian, and
others—lowing the author to carefully exanune and critique life on the Grand Tour from
a variety of perspectives.
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ter with the Medici Venus, the intersection is more of an allusion or
reworking of previous writing on the subject, in this case, Joseph
Addison's.^
Before entering into Smollett's own criticism, it is important to
find a contemporary framework within which to proceed. One
approach, useful here, is not only to consider Smollett's descriptions of
the objects he encounters as part of a larger discursive tradition, but
simultaneously as individual aesthetic creations in themselves. Taking
into account Smollett's reworking of previous writer's encounters with
the same works, the bursts of art criticism in the Travels can be
construed as part of what Ronald Paidson has termed an aesthetics of
iconoclasm. This iconoclasm constitutes a breaking and remaking of
previous aesthetic objects, regenerated to a new purpose that does not
lose sight of the original significance attached to the object while
expressing a "living reality" that is latent in the works themselves, but
that has been suppressed by overbearing connoisseurship and morality.
The iconoclast "breaks" the old tradition and "remakes" it to expose
the "living reality" of the work."* An iconoclast in this sense is not a
destroyer of cherished ideas and images, but an interpretei; a creator of
new images based on older images or ideas that have grown stale. The
"living reality" that the iconoclast, in Paulson's formulation, strives to
recover can also be understood as a form of anima,in the sense that D.
H. Lawrence uses when describing Paul Cezanne's still-life paintings:
"[Cezanne's still-Kfe] has its own weird anima, and to our wide-eyed

' As Ogee points out, Smollett was not alone in this endeavor: "First, it looks as if the more
travel books were published the more they had to be plagiarized, plundered, contradicted,
criticized and eventually re-written to generate one of the messiest palimpsests in literary
history." "Channeling Emotions," (28).
* Ron^d Paulson, Breaking and Remaking; Aesthetic Practice in England, 1700-1820 (New
Brunswick and London: Rutgers University Press, 1989). Calling on the first plate of
Hogarth's AnalysisofBeautg (the depiction of a statuary garden, with erotic undertones created
by the placement of the statues), Paulson demonstrates the "breaking and remaking" of fine
art, noting that Hogarth's iconoclastic act "expresses a doctrine Hogarth does not stipulate
in his text: the Venus and the Apollo are, seen in one way, paradigms (or more specifically
memories—memorials) of beauty. But seen in another way they are infused with human
feelings, desires, and deceptions....Something that appears to be an art object is namralized
or popularized....What is revealed as the living reality of the aesthetic object is not precisely
moral wrong but human desire" (163).
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perception it changes like a living animal under our gaze"® The
connection between Lawrence's discussion of Cezanne's creating, or
finding, an anima\sx\s& still-life work (he famously believes Cezanne's
apples to be the epitome of this animd) and Paulson's discussion of the
iconoclastic "remaking" of fine art is a strong one In both instances,
the artist is attempting to create a living quality, an expression of the
desire for life, in art that otherwise seemed lifeless and artificial. Both
are instances of iconoclasm; subversive acts that can be seen as
eschewing moral interpretation in place of creating a "living reality," or
anima, in the art itself In this way, what Paulson calls iconoclasm can
be seen as an effort to uncover what Lawrence considers to be an
artist's attempt to relate the anima of his living subject through the raw
material of his medium.
The challenge, then, is to find how Smollett's art criticism in the
Travels recreates the works he encounters in order to recover their
anima. In order to illustrate Smollett's iconoclasm in action, it is
necessary to choose an instance of aesthetic appreciation in the Travels
and compare it with other travel writers whose voices (the voice of the
connoisseur) have placed the subject in an stultifying tradition. If
Smollett is acting in an iconoclastic fashion, then his distaste for
connoisseurship becomes obvious, because an iconoclastic approach
to art necessarily negates the approach of the connoisseurs because
their interestlies in the social, or moral, impKcations of a work of art, as
opposed to its "living reality." This is not to insinuate some sort of
aesthetic purity on Smollett's behalf. His personal predilections,
received traditions, and contemporary aesthetic debates all play a part
in his encounters with fine art in the Travels. Nor would it be prudent
to say that each and every aesthetic encounter he describes is an
iconoclastic act. There are, however, specific instances of iconoclasm,
and it was these moments that so rankled with Steme (who, in this
sense, could surprisingly be seen as aesthetically traditional), especially
Smollett's desciiption of the Medici Venus. According to the narrator
olA SentimentalJoum^,Smollett—^"Smelfungus"—^"inpassing through
Florence,.. .had fallen foul upon the goddess, and used her worse than

''Introduction to These Paintings," Phoenix,The Posthumous Papen(1936) (New York: Viking
Press, 1972), 551-84, (581). EmplMsis added.
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a common strumpet without the least provocation in nature";® an insult
to the statue as well as to the taste, virtue, and beauty the (relatively
new) tradition of the statue embodied; no light charge.
The Medici Venus held a high place in the eighteenth-century
canon. There were innumerable copies made in England (mostly for
use in gardens) and the statue was a requisite stop on the Grand Tour.
J. R. Hale has written a comparative study of the contemporary
reactions to the Venusj of which the -rast majority ascribed some sort
of otherworldly quality. One visitor commented: "Figure to yourself
something a thousand times more beautiful than the most beautiful
object you have ever seen, a thousand times more touching than
anything that has ever touched you, a thousand times more enchanting
than all by which you have been enchanted: Such is the Venus de
Medici." ® This kind of ecstatic, fantasizing response became common
place, and the cult of the Venus
to a point where the statue came
to be seen as the embodiment of ideal Beauty This was not only the
position of the connoisseiur, but also the unanimous opinion. Indeed,
in his serial novel The Life and Adventures of Sir Launceht Greaves
(1760-61), Smollett alludes to the statuein order to relay to his readers
the stunning features of the character AureHa, the "most celebrated
beauty of the whole country," to whom the Venus de Medici 'Swould
hardly reach her model of perfection,"' though Smollett, at this time,
had not seen the statue in person.
There was, simultaneously, as Hale points out, a tendency to grant
the statue a "personality of her own about which her admirers could
feel expository, critical, or proprietorial."^' The word "admirers" is
teUing, and several accounts of visits to the Venusdo read like a tete-atete with a society Beauty, as though the statue were holding court.
However, as Ronald Paulson has pointed out, the stories of the overt
sexuality of the Goddess were suppressed in contemporary literature"

''ASentimentaljourti^ through Bronteand liatji,ed. by IanJack (London:Oxford University Press,
1968), 29.
'J. R. Hale,"Art and Audience, The Affi4V7
1750-1850," ItalianStupes, 31 (1976), 37-58.
' Quoted in Hale, "Art and Audience," 41.
' The Life and Adventures of Sir Launceht Greaves (1760-61), ed. Robert Folkenflik (Athens:
University of Georgia Press, 2002), 28.
Hale, "Art and Audience," 47.
" Paulson, BreakingandBjtmaking, 344 (n.l6).
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Spectators were not asked to make the choice of Paris, and instead
experienced a uniform, publicly sanctioned, asexual response to the
statue. The Venus may have ^d a celebrated personality, but her
"living reality," her anima, was willfully ignored. This is not to assume
that some of the dilettanti did not experience a certain titiUation over
the nudity of the statue Hale notes a satiric painting from the 1760s
that depicts a "connoisseur" enthusiastically pointing at the Venui%
posterior, while another measures her chest with calipers (see illustra
tion [Figure 1])." But this can be seen as the titiUation of the
spectator and not the "desire" latent in the statue—the subject—itself
The measuring of the statue's chest is on par with the connoisseurs'
attempt to isolate the formula for ideal Beauty while getting close to
the naked statue—^to figure the perfect proportions while copping a
feel. It's titiUation couched in innocence, reminiscent of contemporary
psychologists measuring, in an effort to study "temporal change," the
curves ofVlayhy magazine centerfolds.'^ Addison's comments on the
Ventts\a.\^%^marks on SeveralVartsojltaly in the Years 1701, 1702,1703
iUustrate the typical reaction of the connoisseurs to the statue, and, as
mentioned before, also act as a template for SmoUettis later reaction.
Here are Addison's remarks in fuU;
In the chamber that is shown last stands the cele
brated Venus oiMedici. The Statue seems much less then
the Life, as being perfectly naked, and in Company with
others of a larger Make: It is notwithstanding as big as the
ordinary size of a Woman, as I concluded from the
Measure of her Wrist; for from the Bigness of any one
Part it is easy to guess at aU the rest, in a Figure of such
nice Proportions. The Softness of the Flesh, the DeUcacy

Hale, "Art and Audience," 47.
"This study appeared in the British MedicalJoumafs lightheartedend-of-the-year issue, but was
taken seriously enough to gamer published responses. See "Shapely Centrefolds? Temporal
Change in Body Measures: Trend Analysis," Martin Voracek and Maryanne L. Fisher, BMJ
2002; 325:1447—48 (21 December). "We looked at the trends in
centrefold models'
body measurements by analysing 577 consecutive monthly issues, from the magazine's
inception in December 1953 to December 2001. We extracted centrefolds' anthropometric
data: height, weight, and measurements for bust,waist, and hip."Quoted from online version,
www.bmj.com.
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of the Shape, Air and Posture, and the Correctness of
Design in this Statue are inexpressible. I have several
Reasons to believe that the Name of the Sculptor on the
Pedestal is not so old as die Statue. This figure of the
Venus put me in Mind of a Speech she makes in one of
the Greek Epigrams:
ruiiV7]v STSE IlagK; ps xai 'Avxioil? >tai Ahcovtg"
Tou'g Tgeig oTSa p6voog. npa^iTsXrjg 6e' TIOSSV;
Anchises, Paris, and Adonis too
Have seen me naked, and expos'd to view;
AU these I frankly own without denying:
But where had this Praxitelesht&a. prying?'"*
In his account, Smollett, like Addison, also discusses the statue's
proportions, takes issue with the inscription, and even includes a
snippet of ancient writing involving Praxiteles. Smollett certainly had
Addison's description of the statue in mind when he set about
composing his own, for he mentions Addison's Pemarksoa the Venus
in the paragraph prior to his own, and notes that, "notwithstanding"
Addison's "tast^" Guiseppe Bianchi, the cvirator of the Uffizicorrects
Addison "of several gross blunders" in his 1759 gallery guide Pagguaglio
delle Antichita e Parita che si Conservano nelle Galleria Mediceo-Imperiale di
Firen^e—a guide that Smollett purposefully borrowed from when
writing his own remarks about the statue
Although lengthy, it is necessary to quote Smollett's encounter
with the Venusm total before comparing it with Addison's (Smollett's
appropriations of Bianchi, which he translated, are italicized):
With respect to the famous Venus Pontia, commonly called
de Medicis,which was found at Tivoli, and is kept in a separate
apartment called the Tribuna, I believe I ought to be intirely

"]oie^\ihAd\soa,'R£marksi)nSevtralParls0fItaljiiutheYeors 1701,1702,170J(London:1705),
420-21. The Greek epigram is anonymous and the translation appears to be Addison's; see
Epiffmmatwa Antholoffa Palatina,ed. by Friedtich Dubner (Paris, 1864—77) 3 vols., epigram
number 16.168. I'd like to thank Prof. Martijn Cuypers for his help locating this epigram.
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silent, or at least conceal my real sentiments, which will
otherwise appear equally absurd and presumptuous. It must
be want of taste that prevents my feeling that enthusiastic
admiration with which others are inspired at sight of this
statue: a statue which in reputation equals that ofCupid by Praxiteles,
which brought such a concourse of strangers of old to the little town of
Thespia. I cannot help thinking that there is no beauty in the
features of Venus; and that the attitude is aukward
and
out of character It is a bad plea to urge that the antients and
we differ in the ideas of beauty. We know the contrary, from
their medals, busts, and historians. Without all doubt, the
limbs and proportions of this statue are elegantly formed,
and accurately designed, according to the nicest rules of
symmetry and proportion; and the back parts especially are
executed so happily, as to excite the admiration of the most
indifferent spectator. One cannothelp thinkingit is the very Venus
of Cnidos by Praxiteles!^ which hucian describes... "Heavens! what
a beautifull [sic] back! the loins, with what exuberance thy fill the
grasp! how finely are the swelling buttodes rounded, neither too thinly
cleaving to the bone, nor effused into a huge mass of flabby consistence!"
That the statue thus described was not the Venus de Medids, would
appear from the Greek inscription on the base, KAEOMENHE
AnOAAOAOPOYAeHNAIOEEIinELEN Cleomenes
filius Apollodorifedt; did we not know that this inscription is counted
spurious, andthat instead of EUTiEEEN, it should be EIJOIHEE. This, however, is but a frivolous objection, as we have seen many
inscriptionsundoubtedly antique, in which the orthograply isfalse, either
from the ignorance or carelessness of the sculptor. Others suppose,
not without reason, that this statue is a representation of the
famous Phryne, the courtesan of Athens, who at the celebra
tion of the Eleusinian games, exhibited herselfcoming out of

"Current scholarship finds that the Afeaitr Vt«mis indeed a copy of Praxiteles's Cnidian Venus,
reputed to be modeledon the courtesan Phrynewhom Smollett mentions. See Francis Haskell
and Nicholas Penny, Taste and the Antique:The Lure ofClassical S culpture 1SOO-1900 (New Haven
and London; Yale University Press, 1981), 328.
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Figure 1; Detail, Connoiseurs Visiting the Sculpture Galleries of the Uffinj
by Thomas Patch. Courtesy of the Trustees of the Late Sir R. B. Ford.
Photograph by the Photographic Survey, Courtauld Institute of Art.
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the bath, naked, to the eyes of the whole Athenian people.'®

Smollett is more pedantic than Addison, though the superstructure is
similar. However, Smollett treats the statuein a very different manner
from Addison, who follows the prescribed reactions, by acting the
connoisseior, measuring the statue's wrist, and finding "her"a "beauty."
Smollett, on the other hand, treats the statue as exactly that an
aesthetic object. There is, however, much more going on in his
reaction to this object,and when weighed against the standard, asexual,
conditioned reactions of most travelers (Addison's in particular),
Smollett's performance can be read as an iconoclastic act.
Borrowing from Bianchi, SmoUett first relocates the statue's name.
It is the "Venus Pontia, commonly called de Medicis" Although this
seems like nothing more than a supercilious attitude toward the
"common" reaction, it is an important first step in Smollett's "break
ing" of the tradition foisted upon the work. He is not willing to grant
the statue the exalted status of "inexpressible" beauty voiced by
Addison, for he tacitly informs his readers that the greatness of the
Venus de MecSci is something of a myth since the popular name of the
statue is a recent construction. In the firsthalf of his opening sentence,
Smollett destabilizes the social stams of the statue by creating a sort of
iabu/a rasa on which he can evaluate its merits; It is a stame; it was
found at TivoH; and now it is housed in a room called the Tribuna.
This is not to say that he is unaware of the traditional response, for in
the second half of his opening sentence he acknowledges that what he
is doing is not conventional, and although he recognizes that he ought
to "conceal" his "real sentiments," he is far from doing so. In effect,
this apologetic statement can be read as a warning to his readers. Skip
ahead now, he says, because I am about to do something unpleasant.
The next sentence is a deliberate separating of his reaction to the statue
from received "taste," and is couched in a satiric language—a tone not
found in Bianchi's original text—that implicitly links the popularity of

" Tobias SmoUett, TravebThrough France andltahgy ed. by Frank Felsenstein (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1979, reprint 1992), 236-37. See Appendix 1,480-81 for SmoUett's source
material from BianchL Bianchi's own descriptionof thestame isconsiderably longer, covering
four pages (192-96) in the ori^al. The quotation is not truly Lucian, but an imitator; the
translation is SmoUett's own.
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the statue with "strangers" who flocked to see another statue, Praxiteles's Cupid. Smollett's "breaking" of the Venus myth entails that he
grant those who flocked to see it the propriety of an enthusiastic
"concourse," who parallel a mob "of old," in their indoctrination into
popular opinion and uncritical appreciation.
Smollett's following three sentences need to be considered as a
whole if his effort to "break" the statue can be made clear. The
opening half of the first of these,in which the author finds no "beauty"
in the "features" of the statue, is an obvious breaking away from the
popular opinion of the statue. The second half of the sentence is more
difficult to understand, that he finds the "attitude aukward and out of
character" The attitude of the statue can only be considered "out of
character" if it is truly depicting the Goddess Venus—and Smollett
here begins to question the true subject of the work. This statue is a
VenusPudica, or a Modest Venus, one attempting to conceal her private
parts from full view, and Smollett seems to ask Would the Goddess of
Pleasure be so coyly demure? Smollett notes elsewhere in the Travels
that he finds some statues of Venus to be "exquisite" (letter XXXI),
and yet the Medici Venufs face is not "beautiful" nor is her posture
exquisite—she seems, according to Smollett, like a not too attractive
actress playing at being Venus but missing the proper "attitude"
misconstruing the correct "character" for the part. Smollett goes on to
say that there is in fact no difference between modem and ancient
notions of beauty: if the statue is not beautiful, it is not because
opinions have changed. It seems that the subject of the Media Venus
is all too human.
Smollett spends the next several sentences discussing the
inscription on the base of the statue (care of Bianchi's guide), which
further displaces its provenance. First, Smollett insists that the
inscription proves that the statue is not, as Addison alludes in his
translation of the Greek epigram, Praxiteles's original. The claim on
the inscription that Cleomenes of Athens created the statue is dis
avowed by the grammatical error ("EPOESEN," "made," is not
Greek, while "EPOIESE" is)," though even this information is
unreliable due to the "ignorance or carelessness" of the ancient

" I would like to thank Dt Walter Blanco for his assistance with this inscription.
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orthogtaphers. While it was common to attribute to the statue the
name of a famous sculptor,'® as Addison does, Smollett's description
does not venture a suggestion as to whom the sculptor could be.
In "breaking" the statue, therefore, Smollett first removes its social
position by displacing its elevated status by demonstrating that the
statue's common name is inaccurate He then takes issue with the
received notion of the statue's embodiment of ideal Beauty and even
questions if it is a true representation of Venus. Finally, he removes
any claims that this statue is from the hands of a famous sculptor.
This leaves his readers with an unidentified statue of a naked woman,
and nothing more, giving Smollett the opportunity to recover the
statue's latent anima.
His "remaking" of the statue comes together in his closing
sentence, concerning the courtesan Phryne. Here Smollett once again
calls into question the true subject of the work: "Others suppose, not
without reason, that this statue is a representation of the famous
Phryne." Smollett's conclusion to his encounter with the statue,
significantly, highlights the fact that unnamed "others"—^including the
author, here informing his own iconoclastic persona—perceive this
statue not as a representation of a Goddess, but of an exhibitionist
courtesan. This connects with Smollett's use of the pseudo-Lucian
description from Bianchi's guide, which describes not so much a
reaction to ideal Beauty, as that of a male spectator before a female
exhibitionist. Bianchi quotes the pseudo-Lucian's description at length,
though Smollett zeroes in on the passages that describe the Cnidian
Venui% backside.
This differs from Addison's use of Greek poetry in that Addison
seeks both to give the statue a voice that reaffirms it is indeed Venus
that stands before him and to assign the name of a famous sculptor as
its creator. Addison's giving the statue the voice of Venus is in line
with Hale's observation, discussed above, that a common response to
the statue was to create a personality that supported her role as ideal
Beauty. The difference in tone between the two authors' choice of
ancient writing is also telling: Addison's somewhat free translation of
the Greek epigram is snide, a snickering schoolboy response to nudity

'* Haskell, TasU and the Antique, 99.
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and sexuaHty, whereas Smollett's use of Bianchi's pseudo-Lucian ex
cerpt creates an exuberant celebration of sensuality, of flesh. Instead of
finding titiUation through anideal Beauty, Smollett's use of the pseudoLudan recasts the statue as an erotic representation—or memorial—of
a mortal woman. The difference is in the wrist; whereas Addison
measures the statue's wrist as a mode of judging proportion, SmoUett,
through the pseudo-Ludan, describes how the buttocks "fill the
grasp"—a sensual response appropriate for the subject. Cleverly,
SmoUett had introduced Phryne earlier in his response, as a subtext,
since it was she who presented Praxiteles's statue of Cttpid to her
hometown of Thespise—the same statue that caused the mob "of old,"
yet is himself associated with love and sexuality. In this way, SmoUett's
fuUy appropriates Bianchi's words as his own, fitting them to his own
reading of the statue: his own aUusion to Phryne is drawn together with
Bianchi's, effectively demarcating this burst of iconodasm and isolating
it from the rest of his comments on statuary in the Tribuna while
simultaneously aUowing SmoUett to place Phryne—and her nude
exposition at the Eleusinian games—at the heart of his encounter.
The Medici Venus\&nd& itself to SmoUett's programmatic reading.
If it is indeed Phryne, the pose suggests that she has just stepped out
of the bath: the head is turned away from the spectator, the left hand
covers the monspubis, but does not touch it—the hand is about half a
foot away, and the right arm is held across the breasts (one wonders
which wrist Addison measured), the torso is sUghtly hunched forward,
as in the case of a protective, concealing gesture. However, the right
foot is sUghtiy back, hinting at forward movement, a contrapposto pose
that captures the subject in mid-action: if the subject were stepping
forward, it would be nearly impossible for her to maintain the
himched, concealing position without appearing ridiculous. SmoUett
relates that Phryne "exhibited herself [before] the eyes of the whole
Athenian people"—she did not walk before the crowd hunched
forward, clutching h er ar ms to h er b ody. The fo rward mo tion
suggested by the pose means that the subject—Phryne—^is about to
step forward and fuUy ej^ose herself She has been frozen at the
moment of the tease, coyly coming out of the bath, before revealing aU
to the crowd. Heavens! It is almost as if SmoUett is suggesting that
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Phryne, as the Medici Venus, is still commanding mobs of spectators, as
she did at Thespiae and at the Eleusinian gamea"
Smollett was not the only spectator to notice the seductive nature
of the statue. Haskell notes that Pope Innocent XI (1676-89) was
embarrassed by the work and granted permission for it to be moved to
Florence, where Cosimo Medici III (1642—1723) placed the statue in
his gallery.^"Joseph Spence, in his aesthetic tract Polymetis{\n^,found
the modesty of the
questionable, noting that "if she is not really
modest, she at least counterfeits modesty extremely well."^' The
hallmark of a courtesan is counterfeit modesty. Johan Zoffany
(1753—1810), in his famous view of the Tribuna (1771), depicts no less
than five spectators clustered behind the Venus: one holds up a
spyglass to see more clearly Qie is less than a foot away), while another
has been painted with a look of excited astonishment, ga2ing directly
at the statue's "back parts," one hand inching toward the marble thighs;
though none, it is worth noting, are measuring the statue.^ However,
Smollett was the first to write about the statue in such a manner, six
years before Zoffany painted this work.
Stnollett's remaking of the statue is a subversive, iconoclastic act,
and Sterne's reactionary invective reveals a moral discomfort: for
Smollett, in the process of pricking the bubble of ideal Beauty, exposes
that ideal to be a violation of the anima of the subject, which is
primarily sexual in its nature By doing this, Smollett has subverted the
very foundations of beauty and virtue that were needed to create the
myth of the Medici Venus as the acme of ideal Beauty. This is a

"This coyness is very much in keeping •with the social position of the courtesan, or hetatra.
Seejames Davidson, Courtesans andFishcakes: The ConsumingPassions ofClassicalAthens(London:
Harper Collins, 1997), 134, for a full account of Phryne's exposure at the Eleusinian festival,
and the technique of social manipulation employed by the betaera, of whom Phryne was in a
class of her own.
^ Haskell, Taste and theAnHque,56.
"Joseph Spence, Pot/metis,or An Enqmty Concerning theAffeement Betweenthe Works ofthe Roman
Poets and the Remains of the Antient Artists, (London: 1745), 66. Robert Jones, in Gender and the
Formation of Taste in Eighteenth-Centuiy Britain (Cambridge: Cambridge Univetsity Press, 1998)
also quotes thissentence fromSpence and finds that his reaction stems from "the relationship
between the virility of the male subject and the chastity of the feminine object" before him
(24-26). This reading, however, does not consider the coy sexuality of the statue or the
history of the courtesan, who's own art was the perfection of coyness, not chastity.
"These individuals have been identified. See Oliver Miller, Zoffany and his Tribuna (London:
Routledge and Kegan Paul, 196^, 9.
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hazatdovis business, and Smollett acknowledges his own "presump
tion" in attempting such an act, because he risks not only subverting
received notions of taste, but also his own credibility.
Smollett's iconoclastic treatment of the Medici Venus needs to be
situated in a wider context of the Travels if the fuU force of his
achievement can be appreciated. Earlier in this same letter (XXVIII)
Smollett mentions the Medici Venus 'm passing, and in a whoUy positive
light: "The statue of a youth, supposed to be Ganymede, is compared
by the connoisseurs to the celebrated Venus, and as far as I can judge,
not without reason: it is, however, rather agreeable than striking, and
will please a connoisseur much more than a common spectator" (235).
Smollett is here placing himself in a position by which he claims the
ability to judge the opinions both of the "common" spectator and the
"connoisseur." His voice is exterior to the two discourses, and he is
able to predict what will satisfy both common expectation and aesthetic
pretension. In this instance, the balance is one of ideals: Ganjmede as
weighed with the Medici Venus as ideal Beauty. Though Smollett just
hints at the fact that he can appreciate why these statues can be
considered the embodiment of ideal Beauty (note he simply names the
statue as "the celebrated Venus"—his readers will know which), he is
not wiUing here to add his opinion to the debate. Instead, he qualifies
the concept of ideal Beauty as something only connoisseurs are
interested in. The "common spectator" (in the Medici Venus excerpt,
this hypothetical person is called an "indifferent spectator") wants
something "striking," extraordinary, unforgettable, whereas the
connoisseuryeams for whatis "agreeable," subtle, nuanced. Given the
context, Smollett is implying not that ideal Beauty is lost on the
"common spectator," rather that ideal Beauty is of little concern for
him or her. Who then, is Smollett addressing when he remakes the
Medici Venus'm.to a "strumpet"?
SmoUettis herelampooning the entire notion of connoisseurship.
A connoisseur, in his view, is at best merely frivolous, at worst
someone who entirely misses the point about fine art—one who
wiUfuUy obliterates a "living reality" and replaces it with Addisonian
measuring. This attitudeis reminiscent of a recent satirical cartoon set
in a museum gallery. The scene in the picture is of a couple making
love on a hiU, with a bird flying above them. In the foreground an
artist is sketching at an easel. However, (here is the joke), the artist is
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only sketchingthe bird. The cartoon satiiizes connoisseurs who look past
the Vintrmn desite expressed in a picture, and focus instead on minor
details. What Smollett is attempting with his iconoclastic act is a
similar satire on pretension; the difference being that Smollett is able
to recreate the anima of the statue while the cartoon is limited caily to
satirical comment.
Again, the question may be asked, why did SmoUett feel the need
to rework the myth of the Medici Venus? The connoisseurs, the
industry of manufacturing copies, and the art academies would
continue in their pursuit of ideal Beauty; the "common spectator"
would not much care. Perhaps Smollett's intentions were closer to
home. As a novelist,and one with many artist friends, the connoisseur
could be a dangerous adversary—^the "pretend" connoisseurs that his
biographer John Moore mentions (noted above), even more sa
Smollett had previously embarked on an effort to shift art patronage
from the aristocracy to the public,^ yet a shift from one parochial
group, the aristocrats, to another, the connoisseurs, would be selfdefeating. Thereis an internal conflict here between refining the public
taste while avoiding the delusive fatuousness (as Smollett saw it) of the
connoisseurs' ideals. By recreating the Medici l^««j'in such a way as to
restore its "living reality," by restoring the human desire, the anima, of
the work, Smollett has created a genuinely universal quality, available
to anyone interested in seeing through the cloud of ideal Beauty. Even
more, though, he has pointed out the falsity of that ideal, the danger
that it presents to a true appreciation of fine art.
Smollett's iconoclastic reading of the Media Venus is a sophisti
cated balance of several elements: Addison's remarks, which act as a
negative model; his appropriation of the Uffizi Gallery guide and its
excerpt from the pseudo-Ludan; and his own reaction to the statue
and its subject are blended into a highly idiosyncratic but not entirely
private experience. The fact that he published this iconoclastic
act—^both the action of "breaking" and the performance of "remak
ing"—^means that he hoped there was a sympathetic audience to

®James Basket in Tobias Smolktt, Critic and JonrnaEst (Cranbury: Associated University Presses,
1988) notes that Smollett's editorial efforts with the Critical Rtvien' (1756-63) and his
comments on fmeart in TbcPrcsenrStaic o/AllNatious{\166-69) indicatehis dedicated interest
in this movement towards a public art market
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recede it. This audience, one coidd surmise, would consist of the kind
of "spectator" Smollett thought would be best suited to understand
fine art; neither a connoisseur, nor someone who had pretensions as
such, nor a "common" or "indifferent" spectator, but an intemted
spectator—someone wilhng to judge works on their own merit without
being told what to see: the kind of spectator that SmoUett himself
proves to be in his own Travels Through Trance and Italy.

